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	TITLE: Enhancement - Exploitation of Visual Stimuli for Better Monitoring and Management of ACP in Young Citrus
	DATE: 4/15/2014
	SPONSOR: [Citrus Research and Development Foundation]
	CATEGORY: [Vector Monitoring, Behavior, Cultivation]
	ABSTRACT: The objective of this project is to optimize attractancy of visual targets and to determine which segments of the ACP population are responding to traps.  Knowledge of the factors that enhance psyllid attraction to a target as well as enhance detection by psyllids of the target against the background will result in optimization of the design and placement of a visually targeted trap.  Such as optimized trap can enhance surveillance efforts, provide a pull component for localized control of dispersing ACP or serve as the basis for a lethal pesticide-treated visual trap. Within canopies leaves are seen both as reflected light (from a leaf) and transmitted (translucent) light (through a leaf).  Most traps focus on the use of reflected light and the role of transmitted light was examined to determine if this could enhance ACP attraction.  A landing assay was developed in the laboratory using a high output light source emitting UV light to evaluate attraction of ACP released at the bottom of the chamber and landing on sticky translucent surfaces placed on the top of the chamber.  In this assay, the numbers of ACP collected on two sticky surfaces were compared.  ACP strongly preferred landing on translucent yellow rather than green translucent substrates.  The effect of edges and lines to contrast and enhance detection of the colors was also evaluated with the translucent surfaces.   Narrow vertical black lines enhanced attraction by about 20% to dark yellow translucent panels.  Similar black lines did not significantly increase attraction to lighter yellow or green sticky translucent panels.  Dark leaf silhouettes on green translucent panels only marginally enhanced collections.  Collections on grey panels differed significantly with degree of polarization and these studies are on-going with different colors of polarized panels.  Large cage choice assays conducted in the laboratory on the attraction of ACP to various sticky targets.   Standard commercial sticky traps (yellow or green) which utilize reflected light were about twice as attractive as translucent sticky traps which allowed transmission of yellow or green light.  When yellow sticky traps (reflected light) were modified by adding broad green or black vertical stripes to increase the contrast against the yellow, trap collections were reduced by one third.  Use of a black border around a yellow sticky trap did not increase or reduce collections of ACP.  Overall responses were about 10% greater to solidly colored traps than those with edges or stripes.  On-going assays are further examining effects of polarization and background contrast on attraction.
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